ENROLLING IN A TWO-YEAR MASTER’S DEGREE PROGRAM
To enroll in a two-year Master’s Degree course, candidates must obtain recognition of their foreign academic
degrees. The procedure does not make the foreign qualification an Italian one, but can ensure admission to
Second-cycle University study courses following proper evaluation by the Degree Board of Professors of the
Degree Course for which the candidate is applying.

The comparability of the qualification will be certified provided that the foreign title has all of the following
elements:
a) It is an official title, First and Second Cycle of the foreign reference system respectively, issued by an
official institution within the foreign system;
b) It is a title granting, in the foreign reference system, entry in equivalent courses within the Second or
Third Cycle;
c) It is a title possessing both the objective and curricular elements of the correspondent Italian entry
title (such as its academic nature or research elements).
These requirements are mandatory for all students with a foreign academic title, independently from their
nationality and both for titles issued within and without the European Union (EU).
Students will have to obtain the authorization by the pertinent Degree Board of Professors, by submitting,
through the “Ufficio Coordinamento Carriere Studenti” (Office in charge of coordinating students’ careers), the
“domanda in bollo” (application with legal revenue stamp) (16,00 Euros) for the recognition of the foreign
academic title aimed at continuing their studies, together with the payment receipt of € 300,00 for the
evaluation of their foreign academic career.
The outcome on the evaluation of the foreign title by the Board of Professors of the Degree course can admit
candidates to the two-year Master’s Degree courses, on the condition that the candidate meets the curricular
requirements and individual preparation required to access the course. The outcome of the evaluation can
also entail a potential abbreviation of the student’s academic career thanks to the partial recognition of the
foreign studies, or the admission, with a reduction of the academic program, to a First-Level Degree course.

ADMISSION PROCEDURES
Non-Single Cycle Master’s Degrees can be either with reserved and limited positions (either on a local or
national basis) or open access. To gain admission, following verification of the suitability of the academic title
and issuance of the authorization, students will have to sit for:
a) If Non-EU students residing abroad, the test aimed at verifying the student’s knowledge of the Italian
language (mandatory except in case of exemption);
b) If the course has reserved and limited positions, the admission test:
c) https://www.unipg.it/didattica/procedure-amministrative/accesso-corsi-numero-programmato/corsidi-laurea

